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Oculoplastics subspecialty day

Hall 1C

Co-Organised and chaired by Ms Lucy Clarke, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon, Newcastle Royal Infirmary, Newcastle and Mr Austin McCormick, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon, Aintree University Hospital, Liverpool

This oculoplastic subspecialty day is for all grades of ophthalmologist. As well as talks on conditions such as blepharitis offering research based treatment strategies for this very common condition we will address rarer yet equally important conditions such as orbital infection and inflammation. The afternoon will consist of a practical session of videos showing how to perform common oculoplastic procedures such as ptosis, ectropion and entropion surgery. Lastly, we will discuss interesting cases and open up these to discussion with the audience. A free oculoplastic text book will be given to all delegates thanks to sponsorship by Thea Pharmaceuticals.

09.00 – 10.30  Oculoplastics

09.00 – 09.30  Update on Blepharitis
Professor Christine Purslow - Honorary Visiting Professor, School of Health Professions, University of Plymouth

09.30 – 10.00  Eyelid surgery in Africa
Mr Daniel Morris, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon, University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff

10.00 – 10.30  Managing eyelid skin cancer
Mr Saul Rajak, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon, Sussex Eye Hospital, Brighton and Sussex University Hospital

10.30 – 11.00  Coffee
11.00 – 12.30  Orbit

11.00 – 11.30  Acute Orbit Differential Diagnosis
Mr James Hsuan, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon,
Aintree University Hospital, Liverpool

11.30 – 12.00  Orbital cellulitis. Practical management. When and Who to Drain
Ms Priya Bhatt, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon, Royal
Bolton Hospital, Bolton

12.00 – 12.30  Orbital Inflammation Update
Mr Saj Ataullah, Consultant Ophthalmic and Oculoplastic Surgeon,
Manchester Royal Eye Hospital, Manchester

12.30 – 13.30  Lunch

13.30 – 15.00  Videos
How to make a good surgical video
Mr Austin McCormick
Video demonstrations of common oculoplastic procedures
All speakers

15.00 – 15.30  Coffee

15.30 – 17.00  Case Discussion – Panel of speakers to discuss cases then open to floor
All speakers